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Deep Grief over the Death of Mr. Li ShenzhiThe Editorial Board(7)

ARTICLES

The Issue of National Interest in American

HistoryWang Xi (9)



On the basis of domestic support in the United States of the recent Iraqi war, 

the essay explores several issues concerning the concept of the National Inter

est, including the definition of the concept, its connotations in different pe

riods of American history, and its relation to the issue of national identity 

in contemporary American society. The author argues that the historical constr

uct of the National Interest has been a result of constant interplays of state

building and nation building processes in American history. The author also 

argues that the comprehensive penetration of the modern state and market into 

the civil society contributes vitally to the emerging trend of nationalizing t

he citizens  interests, which in turn generates national consensus on the nat

ion s foreign policy.  

Conservative Foreign Policy Thinking and the Reagan

Administration s International Military 

InterventionChen Dongxiao (31)

The Reagan administration s policy of overseas military intervention was larg

ely influenced and constrained by two important cognitive factors. The first w

as Reagan s foreign policy making team s perception of the threat to Americ

a posed by the Soviet Union. The second was the “lessons” of the Vietnam Wa

r. By analyzing the strategic guideline, policy preference, and the debate wit

hin the Reagan administration regarding the use of American military force abr

oad, this article explores the role and contribution of the two cognitive fact

ors in the process of translating the conservative foreign policy thinking int

o specific military intervention practices. The discussion concludes with some 

comments on G.W. Bush s policy on the use of American military force in the p

ost 9/11 era. 

Conservatism in the United States Supreme Court,

1889-1937Hu Xiaojin and Ren Donglai (48)

In the period of 1889-1937, the Supreme Court of the United States was noted f

or its conservatism as well as judicial activism. The conservatism and judicia

l activism was embodied vividly in a series of cases decided by the Supreme Co

urt. On domestic affairs, the Supreme Court favored the economic “substantive 

due process” in the state individual (corporation) relationship and “dual f

ederalism” in the federal state relationship. On foreign affairs, however, t

he Supreme Court supported the broad interpretations by both Congress to and t

he President of their respective powers, which gave much authorization to the 

President. This facilitated the formation of an “administration centered rea

list” foreign policy and speeded up the transformation from “congressional g

overnment” to “imperial presidency.” One century has passed, and conservati

sm is once again dominating the performance of the Rehnquist Court today. The 

historical synthesis offered in this article might be helpful in understanding 

the contemporary judicial conservatism.

Theory and Practice of Crisis Management in the United States

—A Case Study of U.S. China Crisis 

ManagementXia Liping (73)

Starting with the Cold War, the United States has gradually developed a set of 

theories, mechanisms and methods of crisis management. U.S. China crisis mana

gement is an important component of U.S. crisis management in international po



litics. In managing U.S. China crises, the U.S. government has not only emplo

yed general theory and mechanism of crisis management, but also developed some 

unique guidelines and methods. All these have made important impacts on the pr

actices of U.S. China crisis control. Since the end of the Cold War, China an

d the United States have accumulated in practice some experiences in crisis ma

nagement and have begun to establish mechanisms to control the damages. Howeve

r, because of the differences between their political systems, cultures and tr

aditions, the current mechanisms of crisis management of the two countries are 

very different. It will take a long time for them to adapt to each other in th

is field. The main factors affecting U.S. China crisis management include the 

gap between their respective national strength and national interests, structu

res of crisis, international strategies of the two countries, domestic politic

s, alliances and coalitions, cultures, and values.

Demographical Factors and the Evolution of Slavery

in the ChesapeakeGao Chunchang (87)

In colonial North America, the development of tobacco in the Chesapeake led to 

a continuous increase in the slave population and the expansion of slavery int

o other areas and in the end the slave population in this area began to show a 

tendency of natural increase. The changing demographical factor, in turn, gave 

impetus to great social changes in the efficiency of slavery, the legal system

s, and the black culture in the Chesapeake.

AMERICANS ON AMERICA

Responsible Citizenship Kenneth Lieberthal(114)

REVIEWS

A Probe into the Notes of the Amendments of American

ConstitutionLi DaoKui(119)

Market Economy, Democratic System, and Ethnic Hatred

— introducing World On Fire: How Free Market 

Democracy Breeds Ethnic Hatred and Global 

Instability by Amy ChuQin Yaqing(128)

A Search for the Path of Development of American History Studies

in China

— introducing Path Seeking by Yang ShengmaoLi Jianming(136) 

Foundation and American Spirit

— introducing A Way to Distribute Wealth: Review of 

Contemporary American Public Fund Foundations

by Zi ZhongyunRen Xiao(151)

ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES

International Symposium on “The United States and 

China into the 21st Century” held in TianjinLi Aihui(157) 



 

International Symposium on “The Rise of China and the Changing Order 

of the Asia Pacific Region” held in KunmingWang Rongjun(157) 

New Books(159)

Editor s Note(160) 

Articles appearing in this journal are abstracted and indexed in Historical Ab

stracts and America: History and Life.


